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PROCLAMATION NO. 662/2009

የፖֳٌካ ፓٌץዎ٤ የץוጫ
ם-וግץֹו
אֳ ץֹוደገግ የወጣ ዋጅ

A PROCLAMATION TO PROVIDE FOR THE
ELECTORAL CODE OF CONDUCT FOR
POLITICAL PARTIES

ׂשደ
ׂשደ ָת ו#$ገף٤ ከـካְዱ ץוጫዎ٤
ُ ُץֱא#אውרድ ወደፊُ የגካְዱ ץוጫዎ٤ ግָጽ፣ ጻ፣ ፍُ4ዊ דֶרዊ፣ ֱጋዊ፣ ዴזክתףያዊ እዲֲ ו#ֱዝA ֹוׂשـ
ይُ ያֶْው
ֹוׂשይ
እዲֲD ֳדE٢ָ #ץוጫ ወGُ የፖֳٌካ
ፓٌץዎ٤፣ እጩዎ٤፣ የፖֳٌካ ፓٌץዎ٤ ֹוֹוֶُ እI ደጋፊዎ٤ የסאג#ُ ዝץዝ ץየEוግץֹו
ֱ ץֹוግ דውጣُ Eፈֶጊ #ֲאD፤
#$ገף٤ רAዊ እI ዴזክתףያዊ אAِ٤ Oይ₪נףፉ ـግףֹו
ףֹוዊ ֳרֳ ֲאጠ ֱጋዊ
ዴזክתףያዊI דֶרዊ ُግָI ውድድ ץያֳው ፋይዳ #אדI #ׂשא#
ׂש#ָ እዲV וየֱዝA ָםጣ אጪُ፣ ֳֹו
ֳֹוXُُI ּבـጣ
ּבጣጣא ُעAُ ጠIክד צEׂשጠ
ׂשጠָ Eፈֶጊ
ֲאD፤
የץוጫ \ץድI የፍֱُ ካֶُ ከדIْው וየፖֳٌካ ፓٌץዎ٤ #ፃُI #ገֳָـ^ُ ֱዝA דገָገָ እዳֳֹْו
ֹْוው እዲVו
የ4ገא ץከֶከያ ףרዊُ #ֱገ-אግטא ًםـ ُנግסֹו
 סֹוከፖֳٌካ ፓٌץዎ٤ ከወገIዊُ
ፃ #ֲ ኳֲ እዲያከIው የـደנገ ֲאD
#אገዘA፤

ÃNÇ êU
Unit Price

WHEREAS, is necessary to provide an
electoral code of conduct for political parties,
candidates, members and supporters of political
parties to ensure that subsequent elections which
draw lessons from previous elections are transparent,
free, legitimate, fair, peaceful, democratic and
acceptable by the people;

WHEREAS, Believing and accepting the
impotence of full enforcement of human and
democratic rights in our country for a legal civilized,
democratic and peaceful competition for power;

WHEREAS, cognizant of the necessity to
promote tolerance in a democratic process; and
cognizant of the importance to conduct free political
campaign and promote public dialogue during the
electoral process;
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מEً የאግ ُםካֶُ የግָፅُ የٍُ^דI የـጠያּׂש
 ּׂُש٪ֶፊُI ግዴٍ እዳֳֹْו
ֹْוው የׂשـ#
ׂש#ִI ـግףֹו
ףֹוዊًדֳ וክ#ץ
እI ֳדEከ# ץnָ የገֲא ּשIْው #דጤ
የፖֳٌካ ፓٌץዎ٤ ֳـፈፃוּבא ًג
וּב
እዳֳֹْו
ֹْוው #אገዘA፤
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WHEREAS, cognizant of the importance of
working together on matters where the parties have
common stand and to conduct a civilized and peaceful
struggle on issues where they differ with firm readiness to
accept the process and out come of legally conducted as an
expression of the will of the people cognizant also of the
need to create an environment where political parties can
discharge their responsibilities in a spirit that is free of
hatred and suspicion;

#ዴזክתףያዊ የፖֳٌካ እGEnא ױ٢٢ָ דEፈ ـገ ּת#ֲאDI #ץוጫ rደُ ጻ
የፖֳٌካ ዘא٢ דካְድ እዲV וግֳጽ ֱዝֹוዊ
ֹוዊ
ውይይُ דጎָ#ُ Eፈֶጊ #ֲאD፤

WHEREAS, cognizant of the need to enable
political parties to play a vital role in strengthening
multi-party democracy and democratic culture in
good faith, tolerance and through the principle of
give and take;

የፖֳٌካ ፓٌץዎ٤ #ـEֹْובד
ֹْוው ጉዳዮ٤ #ጋ ףእየסרI #ָዩٍْው ֶይ ደግז
#דֶרዊI #ֳרጠ אገድ ُግָ #דካְድI
#ֱግ  ُנטאየـካְዱ ץוጫዎ٤ ُክክֳc
rደُI ውጤُ የֱዝA ውOx ֲאD #ፀጋ
ׂשـA
ׂשAֳው #אጓዝ #$ገ ץግֹٍו
 ֹٍוየגጠ#Gֹْו
ֹْוው ٪ֶፊُ אወጣُ ያֳֹْו
ֹْוው ֲאD
#אገዘAI ወደָםጣ ֳואጣُ #גያካrዱُ ውድድ ץከጥֶ٢I ካֳ אדـאየፀዳ፣
ጤI דግ{ُ ፈጥנው የׂשגO
ׂשOשׂש
שׂש#ُ
Vxٍ אד٢ُْ Eፈֶጊ #ֲאD፣

WHEREAS, it is necessary to emphatically
declare that any attempt to stay in power against the
will of the people or any local or external activity
aimed at taking political power through any means
other than those provided by the constitution are not
acceptable.

የፖֳٌካ ፓٌץዎ٤ #Gُ፣ #א٢٢ָ
እI רጥِ #ׂשא#
ׂש#ָ  ֱץאእየ סאـ#$ገף٤
የאድAֳ ፓ ٌץEץዓُ እI ዴזክתףያዊ ֱֹו
ֱָֹו
እዳጎֳ#ُ
የדይـካ
גI
እዲጫወً
ֳדE٢ָ፤

WHEREAS, cognizant of the need to create an
environment that would enable in mind the unique
contribution which the value of the political parties
to collectively stand for the implementation of this
proclamation which contributes for the freedom of
the press, human rights, democracy, rule of law and
over all development of peoples;

የֱዝA ውOx #אጻ ץנየאግُם
ָםጣ ֶይ ּבאየ
ּבየُ ֲ וከֱገ-אግٍםዊ
ץםዓُ ውጪ የאግָם ُםጣ ֳאያዝ
የגደנጉ דIْው וየ$ገ ץውEጥֲ וD የውጪ
እGEnױዎ٤ ֹוׂשـ
ይُ የֶַْው ֲאIֹْוׂשይ
ው #ፅኦُ נדጋገጥ Eፈֶጊ #ֲאD፤

የם-וግץֹו
 ץֹוዋጁ ֳאገIc Aዙ4
ጻُ ֳרAዊ אAُ፣ ֳዴזክתף፣ ֱֳግ
የ#ֶይُ እI ֳׁዝ\٤ VֳـIዊ እድገُ
ያֳው ָዩ Eـዋጽኦ #אገዘA፣ ֳـፈጻגً የፖֳٌካ ፓٌץዎ٤ #ጋוּבא ף
 וּבየגያE٤ֶْው Vxٍ אד٢ُْ #דEፈֳጉ፤

WHEREAS, cognizant of the responsibility of
exercise of the right to elect and be elected of any
Ethiopian is not impeded by any influence or
obstacle;

WHEREAS, cognizant of the responsibility of
political parties to ensure that exercise of the right to
elect and be elected of any Ethiopian is not impeded
by any influence or obstacle.

WHEREAS, cognizant of the responsibility of
political parties to conduct successive education and
training; create awareness and support others who
conduct education on this proclamation;
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דcውץוֳ וጫ ገָግֹُ ֵውָ
የג٤ָ #אግּׁש ُםጥ
ּׁשጥጥ ץE ץየגገ^
$Aُ፣ AُנI የካּתֹו
א ּתֹוEـዳድ ץካֶُ
ገָግֹِ٤ ֳVִ וየፖֳٌካ ፓٌץዎ٤ #ֱግ
 ُנטא#ፍُ$ዊُI ያֳድָዎ የרגጥ#ُ
5¹þ1)%3
ד ץףרጠIከ ץ#דEፈֳጉ፤

דcውُ וዮጵያ የנואጥI የאאנጥ אAً ֳנדጋገጥ #גያደץገው GEn וו ױይُ ـጽእ ወይ וእGፋُ
እዳይደנግ#ُ የፖֳٌካ ፓٌץዎ٤ ከፍـc
٪ֶፊُ ያֳֹْו
ֹْוው ֲאD #אገዘA፤
የፖֳٌካ ፓٌץዎ٤ የוםግץֹו
 ץֹוዋጁ
ֶይ ـከٍٍይ ُُץֱוI ָםጠI የאEጠُ፤
ግዛX የאፍጠ ץእI ֶַው וእዲያEץוـ
የד# ٍٍُנከፍـc ٪ֶፊُ ያֳֹْו
ֹْוው
ֲאD #ግָጽ אደገግ #דEፈֳጉ፤
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WHEREAS, realizing the importance to lay
down procedures to investigate and subsequently
rectify grievances submitted by political parties;

WHEREAS, cognizant of the need to lay down
procedures for the implementation of this
proclamation as well as for the establishment of Joint
Council of political parties and determine their
powers and responsibilities;

WHEREAS,
it is necessary to issue a
proclamation which reflects the principle which are
internationally recognized and agreed upon by
political parties;

የፖֳٌካ ፓٌץዎ٤ የגያץׂש
ْﭏץׂשው
የץוጫ Eፈፃגዎ٤I ْףףרው ወይו
የץוጫַֹ ֲ ו٤ ـያያ ٤ግצ٤ #ዚֱ
ዋጅ  ُנטא#ـ ץאץאאጨֹוጭ
ֹוጭ ֲው
ከـገ{
የדEـካከያ
እוץጃ
ֳאውרድ
የגያE٤ָ א ץףרዘץጋُ #דEፈֳጉ፤
ይֱ ዋጅ ـፈጻדֳ גድנግ የגያE٤ָ א ץףטዘץጋُ እዲV ו#የደנጃው
የፖֳٌካ ፓٌץዎ٤ የጋו ףክ ץXِ٤ ּהּהד
ּהּהוI ָםጣI ـግףֹו
ْףֹוው ו#ግָጽ אደገግ ከፍـc ׁዝֹוዊ
ֹוዊ ጠהׂש
 ٍהׂשያֳው ֲאD
#אገዘA፤
የፖֳٌካ ፓٌץዎ٤ רፊ ጊዜ #אውרድ
ـወያይـው የـEֹْובד
ֹْוው #ዓֳׂש וፍ
ׂשፍ
ደנጃ ֹוׂשـ
ይُ ያֶْው ֲץאዎ٤ ከ$ገף٤
ֹוׂשይ
ـጨֹוጭ
ֹוጭ Vxٍ ጋ ץጣጥ זየያዘ ዋጅ
אደገግ Eፈֶጊ ֲ #אገً፤
#ُዮጵያ ፌዴֶףዊ ዲזክתףያዊ עፐAֵክ ׁገ-אግׂש ُםጽ
ׂשጽ $5/1/ ُנטא
የגከֳـው ٍውጇָ፡፡

ክፍָ ድ
ጠGֶֶ
1.

ጭץ ץዕE
ይֱ ዋጅ “የፖֳٌካ ፓٌץዎ٤ የץוጫ
וםግץֹו
 ץֹוዋጅ ּׁשጥ
ּׁשጥ ץ6)%2/22” ـAֹ
ֵጠׂשE
ׂשE ይ٤ֶָ፡፡

NOW, THEREFORE, in accordance with Article
55(1) of the Constitution of the Federal Democratic
Republic of Ethiopia, it is
hereby proclaimed as follows:

SECTION ONE
GENERAL
1. Short Title
This Proclamation may be cited as proclamation
on the “Electoral Code of Conduct for Political
Parties No.
/2009”.
2. Definitions
In this Proclamation, unless the context requires
otherwise:

5¹þ1)%4
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ُץጓה
የnִ ግֹוA ֶַ ُץጉ וየגያרጠው
ካֲָ #E ץׂשـ#ዚֱ ዋጅ ውEጥ፡-

1/

“\ץድ”  ֳُדየُዮጵያ Aף׀ዊ
ץוጫ \ץድ ው፡፡

2/ “የץוጫ Eፈፃץ\ ֳُד ”גዱ
ጨ צו#የደנጃው ץוጫ ֳדEፈፀו
የגደףጅ ካָ ወይר וው ው፡፡
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3/

“Joint council” shall mean the joint council
of political parties established at all levels in
accordance with Article 21 of this
proclamation.

4/

“Political party or political organization”
shall mean a legally registered social entity
formed by a group of persons with the
purpose to seize political power through
democratic election at the national or
regional political activities by developing a
program that reflects its own political beliefs
and objectives.

5/

“Candidate” shall mean any person registered
independently or by a political party to
compete for election.

6/

“Polling station” shall mean the station at all
levels for registration of voters, casting and
counting of votes.

7/

“Person” shall mean any physical or juridical
person.

5/ “ዕጩ ـወዳዳ ֳُד ”ע#ץוጫ
ֳאወዳደ ץ#ፖֳٌካ ፓ ٌץወይו
#ግִ የאـዘገ# רው ው፡፡
6/ “ድוፅ אEጫ ጣּתያ”  ֳُד#የደנጃው #גካְዱ ץוጫዎ٤ የףאጮ٤
וዝገֹו
የגካְድ#ُ፣
ףאጮ٤
ድוጽ የרגጡ#ُI ּבጠ ףየגካְድ#ُ የץוጫ ጣּתያ ው፡፡

"Board'' shall mean the National Electoral
Board of Ethiopia.

2/ "Election official'' shall mean any organ or
person including the board established to
conduct election at all levels.

3/ “የጋו ףክ ץXُ”  ֳُד#ዚֱ ዋጅ
ׂשጽ
!1
ُנטא
#የደנጃው
የُנטאג
የፖֳٌካ ፓٌץዎ٤
የጋו ףክ ץXُ ው፡፡
4/ “የፖֳٌካ ፓ ٌץወይ וየፖֳٌካ
ድץጅُ”  ֳُדከֱA ּשרـנውEጥ
የـወרD רዎ٤ #רֹורדA የשף
የፖֳٌካ እ ُוእI ֶ דየגያፀץֹוG#ُ ፕצግ וף#דውጣُ #ገץ
ׂשፍ ወይ ו#ክָָ የፖֳٌካ እGEn ױውEጥ ـOُፎ #ዲזክתףያዊ
Eץዓُ የፖֳٌካ ָםጣ ֳאያዝ
#ֱግ  ُנטאየאـዘገ# ֱד#ףዊ
 וּהـው፡፡

5164

3. Scope of Application
This proclamation shall be applicable to;

7/ “רው”  ֳُדየـፈጥר צው ወይו
#ֱግ የרውُ אAُ የרـጠው ካָ
ው፡፡
3..

የـፈጻ ُגወר
ይֱ ዋጅ፡1/

#דIcው וየፖֳٌካ ፓٌץ፣ የግָ እጩ
ـወዳዳע፣ እI የፖֳٌካ ፓٌץዎ٤ Gጅُ፣ ግץֹו፣ ጥ ُץוወይ וGI፣
እI

2/ #דcው וየፖֳٌካ ፓעא ٌץ፣ ٪ֶፊ፣
እጩ፣ ָֹו፣ ወኪָ እI ـጠע፤

1/ Any political party, independent candidate,
alliances, coalition of parties, fronts and
movements.

2/

Any leader, official, candidates, member,
agent or representative of a political party.

4. Gender Reference
Provisions of this Proclamation set out in the
masculine gender shall also apply to the feminine
gender.
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ֶይ ـፈጻ גይֲIָ፡፡

SECION TWO
4..

የጾٍ ገֳֶጽ

PROVISIONS OF ELECTORAL CODE OF CONDUCT

#ዚֱ ዋጅ ውEጥ #ወድ ጾٍ የـደገገው
የ וُױፆٍ ያካָٍُ፡፡

5¹þ1)%5

5. Principle
1/

ክፍָ Vֳُ
የץוጫ םם-וግ ץֹוድጋጌዎ٤
5..

ֱץא
1/

The legitimacy of a government elected
through a democratic multiparty election
shall rest on the following principles;
a)

#אድAֳ ፓ ٌץዴזክ תףEץዓُ
የנאגጥ אግֱ ُםጋዊُ #גከֲץא ִُـዎ٤ ֶይ ይָٍנרא፡፡

b) The ability of voters to vote freely,
without any interference, fear, undue
influence or bribery.

$/ ףאጮ٤ #ץוጫ ዘא٢ው דካ^ُ Eֳፖֳٌካ ፓٌץዎ٤ ፖֵתዎ٤I Eֳእጩዎ٤  עֱֹוየנא ֶחـጃ
רתጣْውI የףOْው #እውֶ ׂُשይ
የ ـנטאـውOx תያደץጉ፣ እI
ֳ/ ףאጮ٤ #ፃُ፣ ያֳ ודጣָn
ገAُ፣ ያֳፍץ4ُ፣ ያֳ ـፅእ፣
ያֳጫI ወይ וከጉ\ ፃ #ֲ ָאኩ
ድוፅ אEጠُ ת٤ִ፣
ው፡፡

2/ Vִ וየፖֳٌካ
ָ\I እየסאـ፡-

ፓٌץዎ٤

$/ የץוጫ וםግץֹו
እዲከ#ס፤

Ability of voters to make an informed
decision based on the information they
obtain during the electoral campaign
regarding the polices of political parties
and character of candidates,

2/

All parties, shall in good faith ensure that,

a)

#G

Principles of electoral code of conduct
are respected.

b) Elections are expressions of the free and
legitimate decision of voters.

ֲץאዎ٤
c)

ֳ/ ץוጫው የֶאው ֱዝA ፃ እI
ֹוׂשـይُ ያֳው ውOx אግֳጫ
ֲ እዲٍወG፤

3/

ּ/ የףאጩ ֱዝA ውOx #Vִו
የـከ# נእዲֲ፣
ֹْוֳ ُףםאው፡፡

The decision of the electorate choice
will be respected by all.

In any matter relating to the election process,
parties shall conduct their activities in
conformity with the provisions of this
Proclamation.

6. Compliance with the Proclamation
3/ ከץוጫ
rደُ
ጋץ
#ـያያዙ
דIْው וጉዳዮ٤ Vִ וየፖֳٌካ
ፓٌץዎ٤ ከዚֱ ዋጅ ጋ ץ#ـጣጣא
ኳ¤ ׂשאOׂשE ֳֹْוው፡፡
6..

דcው וየፖֳٌካ ፓٌץ
የግָ ዕጩ ـወዳዳע፡-

ወይו

$/ #ዚֱ የוםግ ץֹוዋጅ ـገዝِ
ׂשאOׂשE ֳ#ُ፡፡
ֳ/ עאዎ٠፣

٪ֶፊዎ٠፣

Any political party or independent candidate:

a)

ֳዋጁ ـገዢ Eֲֳא
1/

1/

እጩዎ٠

Shall comply with this Proclamation in
its activities.

b) Shall take the decisive measures to
ensure that its leaders, officials,
candidates and members do not infringe
this Proclamation.
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እI  ֶֹًוይֱ የוםግץֹו
ዋጅ እዳይጥץּׁש שጠc እוץጃ
אውרድ ֳ#ُ፡፡

c)

5¹þ1)%6

ּ/ የፓٌץው ٪ֶፊዎ٤፣ እጩዎ٤I
 ֶֹُוይֱ ዋጅ የגጥE ـግץֹו
እዳይፈጽב፣ ደጋፊዎ٠ וየـከֳከִ ድץጊِ٤ ከאፈጸ וእዲּבጠּש
የגያደץግ ግֹוA ያֶْው እוץጃዎ٤ אውרድ ֳ#ُ፡፡

א/ ይֱ ዋጅ ـጥ ָ״#© ָגፋ
የ$ُרI የـጋ Xًٍ እያנׂש#
G ٍפየא ُדרדAً ֳግֹוA אጠ וׂשየֳ#ُו፡፡

2/ דcው וየፖֳٌካ ፓעא ٌץ፣
የፖֳٌካ ፓٌץው ٪ֶፊ፣ እጩዎ٤፣
 ֶֹُוወይ וደጋፊዎ٤፡$/ ይֱ የם-וግ ץֹוዋጅ እዲያከAד סድנግ ֳ#ُ፡፡
ֳ/ ይֱ ዋጅ እዲከ#ַֹ ץ٤ Eፈֶጊ እוץጃዎ٤ Vִ אውרድ
ֳ#ُ፡፡
7..

ֱግ Eֳדክ#ץ
דcው וየፖֳٌካ ፓ ٌץይֱ የוץጫ ם-וግ ץֹוዋጅ፣ የץוጫ ֱግ፣
ደA እI עאאያ דክ#ֳ ץ#ُ፡፡

8..

Shall take all appropriate measures
prohibiting party officials, candidates and
members from undertaking any activity in
contravention of this Proclamation; and
restrain supporters from getting involved in
activities that are prohibited by this
Proclamation.

d) Shall not abuse the right to complain
through, false, frivolous or vexatious
complaints about the violation of this
Proclamation.
2/

The leader of any political party shall ensure
that officials, candidate, members and
supporters
a)

Observe this Proclamation; and

b) Take all other necessary measures to
ensure
compliance
with
this
Proclamation.
7. Observance of the law
Any Political party shall adhere to this
proclamation, election laws, rules and regulations.

8. Campaign management
1/ Any Political party shall;
a)

Eֳץוጫ ዘא٢ ካְድ
1/

5166

Respect the right and freedom of all other
parties to campaign, and to disseminate

דcው וየፖֳٌካ ፓٌץ፡$/

የַֹ٤ የፖֳٌካ ፓٌץዎ٤ የוץጫ ዘא٢ የדካְድ אAُI ፃُ እዲV וየፖֳٌካ $O\٤I
ֲץאዎ٢ْው ያֳEጋُ የףרדጨُ אAُ דክ#ץ፣

ֳ/

እGEnױው የֶַው የፖֳٌካ
ፓٌץ፣ የףאጩ ׁዝA እI የַֹ٤ የֱAרـנA ክፍֹ٤ אAِ٤ ያከ#ֲא נ፤

b) Conduct itself in a manner that respects
the rights of other parties, and respect the
rights of voters and other members of the
community;
c)

ּ/

የאገIc Aዙ4 ፃُ דክ- #ץ፣

Respect the freedom of the miss media;

d) Use its good offices to seek to ensure
reasonable freedom of access by all
parties to all potential voters; and
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ـወዳዳ עየፖֳٌካ ፓٌץዎ٤ ֳאףጩ ׁዝA ያֶْው ـደُ©ף
ֳנדጋገጥ ጽֱፈُ Xِ٠ Vִ
ֳאጠ וׂשጥד ُנድנግ፤

e)

5167

Seek to ensure that potential voters
wishing to participate in related political
activities have freedom to do so.

5¹þ1)%7

2/
#ፖֳٌካ እGEnאֳ ױOـፍ
የ «גየנואጥ אAُ ያֶْው
ዜጎ٤ Vִ #ጻُ እዲׂשOשׂש
דE٢ָ
ֳ#ُ፡፡

Any political party may not;

ט/

a)

Harass
or
obstruct
private
or
Government journalists who are engaged
in their professional Activities, disrupt,
destroy or frustrate the campaign efforts
of any other party;

b)

Prevent the distribution of handbills and
leaflets, and the display of posters, of
other parties and candidates;

c)

Deface or destroy the posters of other
parties and candidates;

d)

Prevent or in any way hamper any other
party from holding rallies, meetings,
marches or demonstrations;

e)

Seek to prevent any person from
attending the political rallies of another
party; or

f)

Permit supporters to do any thing
prohibited by this section.

2/ የדcው וየፖֳٌካ ፓٌץ፡$/

ֳ/

ּ/

א/

ט/

የግָ ወይ וየאግ ُםጋዜጠ¬٤
#בያዊ Eْףው ֶይ እዳይסדר
דዋከA፣
እGፋُ
אፍጠץ፣
ወይ ו#דcው וይُ ድץጊُ
የַֹ٤ ፓٌץዎ٤ የץוጫ ዘא٢
እዲEـጓጎָ፣ እዲנּהጥ፣ እዲ#ֶ©፣ እዲዳከד וድנግ፣

የַֹ٤ የፖֳٌካ ፓٌץዎ٤ ወይו
እጩ ـወዳዳעዎ٤ የץוጫ דEٍወּׂשያዎ٤፣ # עףፅVፎ٤ እI ፖEצـ٤ እዳይףרጩ דወክ፣
የַֹ٤ የፖֳٌካ ፓٌץዎ٤ ወይו
እጩ ـወዳዳעዎ٤ ፖEד ץـ#ֶ₪ُ ወይד וጥፋُ ወይ ו#ֶַ
#דcውא וገድ እዳይٍዩ
ወይ וእዳይ#ד ּשድנግ፤
ֶַ የፖֳٌካ ፓר ٌץፊ የׁዝֹוዊ
ድጋፍ ָרፍ፣ EAֹורዎ٤ ወይו
የእግ ץጉዞI דֶרዊ ָרፎ٤
እዳያደץግ דገድ ወይ ו#ֶַ
#דcውא וገድ דደIׂשፍ፤
דcውר וው #ַֹ٤ የፖֳٌካ
ፓٌץዎ٤ የፖֳٌካ ድጋፍ ָרፍ
እዳይOـፍ אከָከָ፤

9. The election process
נ/

ደጋፊዎ٠ #ዚֱ ክፍָ የـከֳከִ
דIْውـ וግ ُףֹוእዲፈፅב
אፍׂשድ ፣
የֳ#ُו፡፡

9..

Eֳץוጫ rደُ
דcው וየፖֳٌካ ፓٌץ፡1/

ከץוጫ Eፈፃגዎ٤ ጋ ץ#ֹוـא#ץ፡-

Any political party shall,
1/

Co-operate with election officials in order to
ensure-

a)

Peaceful and orderly polling, and
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ድוጽ የאEጠُ rደً דֶרዊ እI
#ግּשֹו
የـከIወ
ֲאD
ֳנדጋገጥ፤
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b) Free and fair election for voters without
being subjected to any annoyance or
obstructions;

5¹þ1)%8

ֳ/

ףאጮ٤
ያֶْው
የנואጥ
אAُ ከגያደIGፉ דcውו
Vxٍዎ٤ #ፀዳ፣ ፃI ፍُ4ዊ #ֲ
ָאኩ ـግףֹוዊ እዲያደץጉ፣
ֳ ُףםא#ُ፡፡
2/

3/

Respect and co-operate with accredited
election observers and officials.

4/ Maintain and aid in maintaining the secrecy
of the voting.

3/ የٍዛ ּُתፈnድ ያֶْው ٍዛּתዎ٤
እI ٪ֶፊዎ٤ דክ# ץእI ֹוـא#ץ
ֳ#ُ፡፡

5/ Not procure vote through forcible occupation of polling stations or through illegal
activities in the polling station

4/ የድוፅ
רጣጥ
גEጢףዊُ
דክ#ץI እዲከ#ד ץገዝ ֳ#ُ፡፡

6/

Not interfere unjustifiably or in bad faith,
disrupt or intervene with the duties of
election officials in the process of casting
or counting of votes.

7/

Not disseminate false information to voters
regarding the secrecy of the voting process.

5/

6/

7/

0..

ከድוጽ אEጫ #ፊُ፣ #ድוጽ אEጫ
ዕֳُ፣ ከድוጽ אEጫ #¤ֶ የץוጫ
Eፈፃגዎ٤ ፀጥٍI ደֱُ נדጋገጥ
ֳ#ُ፡፡

2/ Ensure the safety and security of electoral
officials before, during and after the polls.

የድוጽ אEጫ ጣּתያ #٪ይָ #ּבאጣጠ ץወይ ו#ֶַ #דcውֱ וገወጥ אገድ ድוፅ ֳדግُ ׂשאOׂשE የֳ#ُו
ያֳግֹוA ወይ וከG ָּשI ውጪ የוץጫ Eፈፃגዎ٤ ـግُףֹו፣ የድוፅ
רጣጥ ወይ וየድוፅ ּבጠ ףrደُ
דወክ ወይ וጣָn אግ ֹُוየֳ#ُו፡፡

דcው וየፖֳٌካ ፓ ٌץ#ֳאגከـው ֱጋዊ ካָ የנـጋገጠ የוץጫ ውጤُ ׂשא#ָ ֳ#ُ፡፡

2/ דcውו
Gٍפ
ያֳው
ካָ
Gٍפው ֳֳאגከـው የጋו ףክץ
Xُ ወይץ\ֳ וዱ ወይֳ וፍץድ
Xُ A٢ דGנA ֳ#ُ፡፡
3/ #ֱግ  ُנטאየאጨ ¯נውOx የאEጠُ ָםጣ ያֳው ካָ የרጠው
የאጨ¯נ
ውOx
ׂשא#ָ
እI
ـግףֹוዊ דድנግ ֳ#ُ፡፡
01.. ֳץוጫ ዘא٢ ጥGֶ וይ Eֳגውָ
የ ּהּהይዘُ

1/

1/

Any political party shall accept the
outcome of an election that has been
certified by the appropriate authorities..

2/

Any party shall submit grievances only to
the joint council, the Board or to the courts
of law.

3/

Any party shall accept and comply with the
final decisions of organs that are
authorized by law to render final decisions.

የድוፅ רጣጡ גEጥףዊ እደדይֲ
ֳףאጮ٤
የ$ُר
נאጃ
אEጠُ
የֳ#ُו፡፡

ፍُ4ዊI ፃ የץוጫ ውጤُ Eֳׂשא#ָ
1/

10. Accepting the outcome of a free and fair election

דcው וየፖֳٌካ ፓٌץ፡-

11. Language applicable
1/

Any political party shall;
a)

Organize and conduct its election
campaign in manner that contributes
toward a congenial and peaceful
atmosphere during the campaign, the
polling, the counting, and the postelection period; and
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Eـዋፅኦ #גያደץግ ኳ¤ ֲא
ֳ#ُ፡፡
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b) Act with a sense of responsibility and
dignity befitting its status.
2/ Any speaker at political rallies shall restrain
from using language that,

ֳ/ ከגጣָ#ُ ٪ֶፊُI ካֳው ክAץ
ጋ ץ#אـጣጠ ደנጃ ׂשאOׂשE
ֳ#ُ፡፡

a)

ֳ/ #דcውָא וኩ #ግֳ\ר٤
ወይּש וድ٤ ֶይ אጽ የגጋAዝI Eጋُ የגፈጥ ץግግץ
דEወገድ ֳ#ُ፡፡
3/ דcው וየፖֳٌካ ፓ ٌץ#ይፋו
ֲ #Eውא ץፅ የרׂשגGE ወይו
የגያEፈ ףףየ ּהּהይዘُ ያֳው
# עףወנGُ፣ የዜI אጽ ُ׀ወይו
ፖEד ץـውጣُ ወይףרד וጨُ
የֳ#ُו፤

Making inflammatory, or defamatory
statements.

b) Threatening or inciting violence in any
form against any person or groups.

2/ דcውׁ וዝֹוዊ የድጋፍ ָרፍ ֶይ
ግግ ץየגያደץግ רው፡$/ ግጭُ ּבE ©ּהወይ וE וጥፊ
ግግד ץEወገድ ֳ#ُ፡፡

5169

3/ Any political party may not issue, or
distribute either officially or anonymously,
pamphlets,
newsletters
or
posters
containing language or material that
threatens or incites violence.

4/

12. Symbols
4/ #ֱግ የـደገገው እደـጠ#ֲ ׂש
דcው וካָ የፖֳٌካ ፓٌץዎ٤
ወይ וእጩ ـወዳዳעዎ٤ #ץוጫ
ዘא٢ ወGُ #גያደץጉُ ግግץ
וክያُ ـፅዕ דድנE የֳ#ُו፡፡

Any political party may not:1/

Imitate the symbols of another party;

2/

Steal, disfigure or destroy political or
campaign materials of another party; or

02.. Eֳָוክِ٤
דcው וየፖֳٌካ ፓٌץ፡1/

የַֹ٤ ፓٌץዎ٤ דץ
የץוጫ ָוክُ אGዳُ
EאEֹ אጠוׂש፤

ወይו
ወይו

2/ የַֹ٤ ፓٌץዎ٤ የፖֳٌካ ወይו
የץוጫ ּׁשOּׁשE אEנG፣ ד#ֶ₪ُ፣
דጥፋُ፣ ወይו
3/

13. Intimidation and violence

ደጋፊዎ٠ #ዚֱ ክፍָ የـከֳከֳ דcውـ וግ ץֹוእዲፈፅא בፍׂשድ፣

የֳ#ُו፡፡

03..

3/ Permit its supporters to do anything
prohibited by this section;

EֳדEፈ ُףףእI אጽ EֳׂשאEׂשE
דcው וየፖֳٌካ ፓٌץ፡-

1/

Any political party shall accept that
intimidation, in any form, is unacceptable,
and shall;

gA
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דcው וይُ דEፈ ُףףወይו
ወከ ֹוየـከֳከֳ ֲאD ׂשـAֹ፡-

a)

5¹þ1)&

5170

Issue directives expressly forbidding
its officials, candidates, members and
supporters any act to intimidate any
person at any time;

b) Stand against act that incites violence;
$/ የፓٌץው ٪ֶፊዎ٤፣ እጩ ـወዳዳעዎ٤፣  ֶֹُוእI ደጋፊዎ٤ #דcውר וው #דcው וጊዜ דEፈף ُףእደֳַֹْוው #ግָፅ የגከֳክִ
עאאያዎ٤ דውጣُ፣

c)

ֳ/ אፅ ወይא וጽ የגያOO
ድץጊُ #אnወד וEץדـ፤

d) Respect the rights and propriety
interests of other persons and parties ;

ּ/ #٪ֶፊዎ٠፣ #እጩዎ٠፣ #ֶֹًו
ወይ ו#ደጋፊዎ٠ የגፈፀ בEጋِ
٤I ውድِא٤ ወይ וየׁዝA וֶר
የגያIጉ ድץጊِ٤ ወይ וወደዚֱ
የגያסא
ዛ٢ዎ٤
#אnወו
דEץדـ፣

2/

The leader of any political party shall
instruct the party’s officials candidates,
members and supporters that any weapon
of including any traditional weapon, shall
not be brought to any political rally,
meeting, march or demonstration.

3/

Any political party that shall:

א/ የַֹ٤ רዎ٤ እI ፓٌץዎ٤
אAِ٤ የAٍْנው ጥGז٤
דክ#ץ፣
ֳ#ُ፡፡

2/ דcው וየፖֳٌካ ፓעא ٌץ
የፓٌץው
٪ֶፊዎ٤፣
እጩዎ٤፣
 ֶֹُוI ደጋፊዎ٤ דcውו
ֱֶֹוዊ
ወይו
ዘאIዊ
የጦץ
אOעያዎ٤ ወደ ፖֳٌካ የድጋፍ
ֳרፎ٤፣ EAֹורዎ٤፣ የእግ ץጉዞዎ٤
ወይו
דֶרዊ
ָרፎ٤
ይዘው
እዳይאጡ דEֳ ץדـ#ُ፡፡

a)

3/ דcው וየፖֳٌካ ፓٌץ፡-

ּ/ ደጋፊዎ٠ #ዚֱ ክፍָ የـደገጉ
דIْው וክָከֶዎ٤ እዲፈፅב
אፍׂשድ የֳ#ُו፡፡

04.. ָםጣ ያֳግֹוA Eֳאጠוׂש
1/ דcው וየፖֳٌካ ፓٌץ፡$/ ያֳው የָםጣ ٪ֶፊُI የֳـየ

Not be engaged in or permit any kind
of violent activity to demonstrate party
strength or to prove supremacy;

b) Seek to prevent damage to any public
or private property; or

$/ የፓٌץው ጥካדֳ פOየُ ወይו
የ#ֶይً ֳנדጋገጥ  ָת#דcው וየVከُ ወይ וየאፅ እGEnא ױOـፍ ወይ וእዲደנግ אፍׂשድ የֳ#ُו፡፡
ֳ/ #ׁዝA ወይ ו#ግֳרA Aֶ ُנይ
ውድ ُאእዳይደץE የـ٢ֳው
Vִ #דድנግ אከֶከָ ֳ#ُ፡፡

Campaign against violence or threats
of violence, and against any acts of
vandalism
or
public
disorder
committed or threatened by their
officials, candidates, members or
supporters; and

c)

14.

Not allow its supporters to do anything
prohibited by this section;

Abuse of power
1/

Any political shall not:a)

Abuse a position of power, privilege or
influence for a political purpose, by
offering a reward threatening a penalty, or
any other thing so as to attain its political
interests by using its position of power,
opportunity or ability to influence others.
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ዕድָ ወይـ וፅዕ የדOደ ץ٤ֹٍ
ֳፖֳٌካ ፍֶጎً ֳאጠא וׂשደֳያ
דGנA፣ GጣُI דcውו
የדEፈעףያ אገድ אጠוׂש፤

b) Use Federal, Regional, Municipal or
other public resources for campaign
purposes in any manner other than
those allowed by election laws.

5¹þ1)&1

ֳ/ የፌዴָף
אግُם፣
የክָָ
אግُם፣ የከד דـዘጋጃ Xُ
ወይ ֶַ וየֱዝA $Aُ #ץוጫ
ֱጉ ከـፈׂשደው ኳ¤ ውጭ ֳץוጫ
GEׂשO ዓֶא דጠוׂש፤

2/

የֳ#ُו፡፡
2/ #ዚֱ ክፍָ ውEጥ “ָםጣ፣ ָዩ
אAُ ወይ וጫI”  ֳُדየወֶጅ፣
የዝוድI፣ የאግُם፣ የፖֵE፣
የካٍ ּתֹוጣ ּׂש٪ይָ፣ የወٍደףዊ
ወይו
ָדዳዊ
ወይו
ֱֶֹוዊ
ָםጣ ያካָٍُ፡፡

Any political party shall not:-

1/

Coerce or offer monetary or other kinds of
inducement to persons to vote for or
against a particular party or candidate, or to
abstain from voting;

2/

Coerce or offer monetary or other kind of
inducement to persons to stand or not to
stand as candidates, or to withdraw or not
to withdraw their candidacies; or

٪ይָ #אጠ וׂשወይ וየገዘAֶַ ֲ ו
ይُ אደֳያ #אEጠُ ףאጩ ׁዝA
ֳድ ፓ ٌץወይ וእጩ ድוጽ
እዲרጥ ወይ וእዳይרጥ ወይ וድוፁ
ከאEጠُ እዲׂٍשA דድנግ፤

2/

٪ይָ #אጠ וׂשወይ וየገዘAֶַ ֲ ו
ይُ אደֳያ #אEጠُ רዎ٤ እጩ
ـወዳዳֲ עው እዲ ּשץׂשወይ וእዳይ ּשץׂשወይ וከእጩ ـወዳዳٍْעው
እዲወጡ ወይ וከእጩ ـወዳዳُע
እዳይወጡ דድנግ፤

דcው וየ ףם٪ֶፊ ወይ וየאግُם
ـףטc #ףאגው ወይ ו#ףטג#ُ
 וּהـግֹוA ያֲָ ድጋፍ ወይו
እץዳٍ #אጠ וׂשእጩ ـወዳዳע
דEـዋወG ወይ וየַֹ٤ ـወዳዳעዎ٤
የדEـዋወG ዕድָ דደIׂשፍ፤
የֳ#וـ፡፡

In this section,” a position of power,
opportunity or ability to influence”
includes of parental, family, governmental,
police, military traditional or customary
authority.

15. Corrupt practices

05.. EֳבEI ـግץֹו

1/

5171

3/ Procure the support, assistance of any
official of civil servant to promote or
hinder the election of a candidate.

3/

06.. ׂשጣይ ግ{ُ Eֳאፍጠץ
1/

דcው וየፖֳٌካ ፓ ٌץከַֹ٤
ፓٌץዎ٤ ጋׂש ץጣይ ግ{ُ ፈጥצ
ׂשאOׂשE ֳ#ُ፡፡

2/

#ץוጫ ֱD የـደገገው እደـጠ#ֲ ׂש
#ץוጫ ዘא٢ ወGُ እI #דIْው וጊዜ
የጋ ףጉዳይ #ֲD ጠ\٤ ֶይ የאወያያ
אድנክ ֲ የגያገֳግָ የጋו ףክ ץXُ
#ፖֳٌካ ፓٌץዎ٤ ይָٍנטא፡፡

16.

Continued Communications
1/

Any political party shall make every effort
to continuously communicate with other
parties.

2/

Without prejudice to provisions provided
by election law, a joint council shall be
formed to serve as a forum for discussion
of issues of common concern during an
electoral campaign or any other line.

3/

Independent Candidates will participate in
the joint council as observers. They may
lodge their complaints to the joint council
for decision.
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3/ የግָ እጩ ـወዳዳעዎ٤ #ጋו ףክץ
Xً #ٍዛـא ּُתOـፍ ይ٤ִֶ፡፡
እ ש٤ግ ץ#ገጠْדው ጊዜ ֳוክץ
Xً ጥያْው Gץ#ው #ዚֱ
ዋጅ  ُנטאያEወEIִ፤
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4/

5¹þ1)&2

4/

የץוጫ Eፈፃגዎ٤ #ጋו ףክ ץXُ
ውይይُ
ֶይ
ይገ{ו፡፡
ֲו
የፓٌץዎ٤ የጋו ףክ ץXُ #ִב
ድוጽ
ـEِוד
እዲገ{
ከወר
ያֳድוጽ
#EAֹורው
ֶይ
אገُ
ይ٤ִֶ፡፡

5172

Election officials shall not attend during
the meeting of the joint council. They may
participate without a right to vote in the
meetings of the joint council if the council
passes a unanimous decision to this effect.

SECTION THREE
PROMOTING THE PROCLAMATIONS ON
THE CODE OF CONDUCT
17. Duties of political parties and candidates.

ክፍָ מEُ
የEוግ ץֹוዋጁ EֳדEـዋወG

07.. የፖֳٌካ ፓٌץዎ٤I እጩ ـወዳዳעዎ٤
٪ֶፊُ
1/

דcው וየፖֳٌካ ፓ ٌץእI እጩ
ـወዳዳ עየץוጫ ם-וግ ץֹוዋጁ
ֳףאጩ ׁዝA፣ ֳእጩዎ٠ ֳֶֹוًI ֳደጋፊዎ٠ #דE ץדـ#ֶֹًו
ٍאወּׁשI
אከ#ס
נדጋገጥ
ֳ#ُ፡፡

1/ Any political party and every candidate shall
promote the purpose of this Proclamation
for the voters, candidates, member and
supporters and ensure that it is known and
respected by its members.

2/

Every political party shall promote and
support efforts to educate voters during
election campaign:

3/

Any political party and candidate shall.

2/ እያዳዱ የፖֳٌካ ፓ ٌץ#ץוጫው
rደُ ףאጩ ֱዝA Eֳዋጁ
ֳדE ץדـየגደנጉ ጥِנ٤ אደገፈI דEـዋወG ֳ#ُ፡፡

a)

Comply with this Proclamation;

b)

Provide leadership to its candidates,
officials, representatives members and
supporters, to comply with this
Proclamation electoral laws, and shall
take appropriate measures to ensure
compliance.

3/ דcው וየፖֳٌካ ፓ ٌץእI እጩ
ـወዳዳע
$/ ዋጁ דክ#ץ፤
ֳ/ እጩ ـወዳዳעዎ٠፣ ָםֳֹוጣ٠፣
ወኪֹ٠፣ ֹֹו٠I ደጋፊዎ٠፣ የםוግ ץֹוዋጁI የץוጫ ֱጉ
ክAנው እዲׂשOשׂש
ُףוא
እI דክ#ْףው וየגያנጋግጡ
እוץዎ٤ אውרድ፤
ֳ#ُ፡፡

4/ דcው וየፖֳٌካ ፓ ٌץእI እጩ
ـወዳዳע፣ Vִר וው፤
$/ የፖֳٌካ እ ًוእI Eـያየً #ፃ የאግֳፅ፤
ֳ/ #ַֹ٤ የፖֳٌካ እ ُוእI
Eـያየُ ֶይ የאከףከ ץእI
የُْـא፤

4/

Every political party and candidate shall
have the duty to publicly state that every
one has the right:
a)

To freely express their political views
and opinions.

b) To challenge and debate the political
views and opinions of others.

c)

To publish and distribute his own
election and campaign materials.

d) To lawfully display banners, bill
boards and posters.
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ּ/ የ שףየץוጫ GEׂשO ּׁשO׳ּׁש٤
የוـדI የףרדጨُ፤
5¹þ1)&3

f)

To recruit members for a party.

h) To attend public meeting.

ר/ ֱዝֹוዊ EAֹורዎ٤ የדካְድ፤

5/

Political parties and candidates shall
publicly declare their commitment to abide
by the proclamation and the codes of
conduct therein.

6/

Every political party and candidate shall
publicly condemn any action that may
harm or undermine the conduct of free and
fair elections.

₪/ #ֱዝֹוዊ EAֹורዎ٤ የאገُ፤
אAِ٤ እዳִُ #ይፋ የאግֳፅ
ግዴٍ ֳ#ُ፡፡
5/ የፖֳٌካ ፓٌץዎ٤I ዕጩ ـወዳዳעዎ٤ የם-וግ ץֹוዋጁI #ዋጁאֳ וገዛُ ያֶْው ץּׁשጠ^ُ
ֳׁዝA ይፋ דድנግ ֳֹْוው፡፡
18.
6/ የፖֳٌካ ፓٌץዎ٤ እI እጩ ـወዳዳעዎ٤ ፃI ፍُ$ዊ ץוጫ የגጐዳ
ወይ וየגያጣጥָ דcውـ וግ ץֹו#ይፋ דውገዝ ֳֹْוው፡፡

Responsibilities of the board and
other Election Officials

1/ The board shall ensure that all governmental
and other relevant institutions which have a
direct or indirect role in the election
process have the knowledge and
understanding of the Proclamation.

የ\ץዱI የַֹ٤ ץוጫ Eፈፃג
Eፈፃ גካֶُ
٪ֶፊُ

1/

To canvass financial, material and
other support for a party or candidate,
in accordance with the law.

g) To hold public meeting.

נ/  ֶֹُוየָאָאא፤

08..

e)

א/ ፖEצـ٤፣ צֹו٤I ץ\ָּתዶ٤ የאEָׂש፤
ט/ ֱጉ #גፈGደው ד ُנטאcው וዓይُ ገዘA፣ የּׁשOּׁשEI
የרው ٪ይָ የץוጫ ድጋፍ
የרֹורדA፤

5173

\ץዱ Vִׂש וጥـcI ـዘዋዋג עI
የגጫወًُ אግٍםዊI ַֹ٤
የֳאגከٍْው ካֶُ #ם-וግץֹו
ዋጁ ֶይ Eፈֶጊው ግዛX እዲይዙ ـገּתው Vִ דድנግ ֳ#ُ፡፡

2/

The Board shall disseminate
Proclamation to all concerned bodies.

the

3/

Election officials at all levels shall provide
training on the Proclamation to raise
awareness of all concerned.

2/ \ץዱ የץוጫ וםግ ץֹוዋጁ
ֳֳאגከـው Vִ የףרדጨُ ٪ֶፊُ ֳ#ُ፡፡
19.

09..

Role of other bodies

3/ #የደנጃው ያִ የץוጫ Eፈፃג
ካֶُ #ם-וግ ץֹוዋጁ ֶይ #ּׂש
ግዛX እዲይዙ ֳֳאגከٍْው
Vִ ُא ُץֱוEጠُ ֳֹْוው፡፡

1/

The media shall give public education
regarding this Proclamation.

የַֹ٤ ካֶُ גI

2/

Other bodies authorized by the Board in
accordance with the election law will give
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education regarding the Proclamation.
1/

የאገIc Aዙ4 ይֱ የם-וግץֹו
ዋጁ Eָאክِ ֳׁዝA ُُץֱו
ይרጣִ፡፡

5¹þ1)&4

2/ #ץוጫ ֱጉ  ُנטאከ\ץዱ ፈnድ
የרـጣْው ካֶُ ይֱ ዋጅ
Eָאክِ
ُُץֱו
እዲרጡ
ይደנጋָ፡፡

SECTION FOUR
ORGANIZATION ITS RESPONSIBILITIES AND
RULE OF PROCEDURES, OF THE JOINT
POLITICAL PARTIES’COUNCIL

20. The establishment of Joint Council
1/
ክፍָ ُף
Eֳጋו ףክ ץXُ ደנጃጀُ፣ ٪ֶፊُI ץףר

!..

Contesting political parties shall establish a
joint council in accordance with art 16 of
this code to enforce this law, to amicably
resolve election matters in a manner that
promotes democracy, human rights and
rule of law.

Eֳጋו ףክ ץXُ ُנףרא
#ץוጫ የגወዳደ סየፖֳٌካ ፓٌץዎ٤
ይֱ ዋጅ ـግףֹוዊ ֳדድנግI #ץוጫው rደُ #ָ שגዩ ָዩ የፈፃፀ וእI
ዴזክתף፣ רAዊ אAُI የֱግ የ#ֶይُ #ُዮጵያ ֳדጎָ#ُ #גያግዝ
ጉዳዮ٤ ֶይ #אאካከ ץ٤ግצ٤ እያnֳִ ֳאጓዝ ይ٤ִ ዘድ #ዚֱ ዋጅ
ׂשጽ 06 የـደገገው  גּהየግ{ُ
ץםዓُ #ד#ጀُ የጋו ףክ ץXُ
ይִٍץרא፡፡

1/

2/

#ץוጫ ֱጉ  ُנטא#\ץዱ የאגـנרው የፓٌץዎ٤ የጋא ףድנክ
እደـጠ# ֲ ׂשየጋו ףክ ץXُ
ከፌዴ ָףጀ צוእEከ ץוጫ ክָָ
ድנE እዲ וּהּהይደנጋָ፡፡

!1.. Eֳጋו ףክ ץXُ ደנጃጀُ
1/

2/ Without prejudice to the forum of political
parties established by the Board in
accordance with election law, joint
councils shall be established at all levels
ranging from the Federal to the
constituencies.
21. Organization of the joint council
1/ National joint council shall be organized as
follows;
a)

National Joint Council shall be
composed
of
political
parties
registered to run for election at
national level.

ገׂש ץፍ የጋו ףክ ץXُ እደגከֳـው ይደףጃָ፡፡

b) The number of representatives of each
party shall be determined by the
directive to be issued by the Joint
Council.

$/ #$ገׂש ץፍ ደנጃ ֳץוጫ
ውድድ ץ#אـዘገ ּשየፖֳٌካ
ፓٌץዎ٤ ይָٍנרא፡፡

2/ Regional Joint council shall be organized as
follows;

ֳ/ የጋו ףክ ץXُ  ָֹוየֲD የፖֳٌካ ፓٌץዎ٤ እያዳዳْው ֳጋף
וክ ץXً የגወክֻْው ֶֹُו
ּׁשጥ ץየጋו ףክ ץXً #גያወጣው
የـאዳደעያ ደA ይወרIָ፡፡

2/ ክֶָዊ የጋו ףክ ץXُ እደגከֳـው ይደףጃָ፡፡

a)

This council shall be composed of
parties registered to run for election at
Regional level.

b) The number of representatives of each
party shall be determined by the
directive to be issued by the joint
Council.
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3/ Zonal Joint Council shall be established as
follows;

ֳ/ የጋו ףክ ץXُ  ָֹוየֲD የፖֳٌካ ፓٌץዎ٤ እያዳዳْው ֳጋף
וክ ץXً የגወክֻْው ֶֹُו
ּׁשጥ ץየጋו ףክ ץXً #גያወጣው
የውEጥ  ץףרይወEIָ፡፡

a)

ֳ/ የጋו ףክ ץXُ  ָֹוየֲD የፖֳٌካ
ፓٌץዎ٤ እያዳዳْው ֳጋו ףክץ
Xً የגወክֻْው ּׁש ֶֹُוጥ ץየጋף
וክ ץXً #גያወጣው የውEጥ
 ץףרይወרIָ፡፡
4/

#ץוጫ ክָָ ደנጃ ያֳው ደנጃጀُ
#ץוጫ ክִָ #גወዳደ סየፖֳٌካ
ፓـ ٌץወካዮ٤ ይָٍנרא፡፡ ֲ וየግָ
ـወዳዳעዎ٤ #ٍዛּُתI ጉዳያْው
#ֳאגከُ
#Eנጂُ
የגOـፉ
ይֲIָ፡፡

5/ #የደנጃው የגዋ סׂשየጋו ףክץ
Xِ٤ የየףOْው የደנጃጀُ ፃُ
ይْףዋָ፡፡
6/ #የደנጃው የגዋ סׂשየፖֳٌካ ፓٌץዎ٤ የጋו ףክ ץXِ٤  ץףרእI
የEA ץףא ֹור#የደנጃው  ִֹוየጋף
וክ ץXِ٤ #גወጣ የـאዳደעያ
ደA  ُנטאይֲIָ፡፡
7/ #የደנጃው የגዋ סׂשየፖֳٌካ ፓٌץዎ٤ የጋו ףክ ץXِ٤ #ጀُI ጽׁፈُ Xُ #ֳאـከ ـ#የደנጃው ִֹו
የׁዝA וክ ץXِ٤ ይא٢٢ָ፡፡
8/

#ዚֱ ׂשጽ የ בּהּהגየጋו ףክץ
Xِ٤ ዋጁ #ጋ ُעጋዜጣ ከወጣ ጊዜ
ጀצו
ይֱ
ዋጅ
እዲወጣ
ـEـודው
#ፈבנ
የፖֳٌካ
ፓٌץዎ٤ ይִדּהּה፤

9/ የፖֳٌካ ፓٌץዎ٤ የם-וግץֹו
ዋጅ נׂשתፅ #ָዩ ָዩ וክያُ
ያָـOـፉ ַֹ٤ ፓٌץዎ٤ የጋף
וክ ץXً  ֲאֳ ָֹוየጋו ףክץ

This council shall be composed of parties
registered to run for election at the zone.

b) The number of representatives shall be
determined by the council’s directive.

3/ የዞ የጋו ףክ ץXُ እደגከֳـው
ይደףጃָ፡፡

$/ #ዞ ֳץוጫ ውድድ ץ#אـዘገּש
ፓٌץዎ٤ ይָדּהּה፤

5175

4/

The composition at the constituency level
shall constitute of the political parties
running for election at that level.
Independent candidates shall have an
observer status and as resource person in
their own case.

5/

Joint Councils at each level shall have their
own organizational authority.

6/ The rules of procedure and conduct of
meeting of Joint Councils shall be
determined by directives to be issued by
each council.

7/

The budget and office of joint councils at
all levels shall be facilitated by Houses of
People’s Representative at each level.

22. Objective of the Joint Council
The Joint Councils shall have the objective to
1/ Serve as a common forum to enable political
parties discharge their constitutional duties
guided by the Proclamation to ensure that
elections are free, fair, transparent,
democratic, credible and peaceful.

2/ To serve as a forum for dialogue,
consultation and control on matters that
may arise in relation to the process or
results of elections and generally all
matters that may arise in inter party
relationships and amicably resolve
problems in accordance with election law
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Xً የגያወጣው የEר ُווድ
אፈ ונይֹْוץዋָ፤
!2..

5176

and this Proclamation.

የጋו ףክ ץXً ዓֶד

5¹þ1)&6

የጋו ףክ ץXً ֶדዎ٤፡1/

#$ገף٤
የגካְዱ
ץוጫዎ٤
ግָፅ፣ ፃ፣ ዴזክתףያዊ፣ ¸דـI
דֶרዊ እዲֲD የፖֳٌካ ፓٌץዎ٤
ያֳֹْוው ֱገ אግٍםዊ ٪ֶፊُ
#ዚֱ የם-וግ ץֹוዋጅ እየסאـ
ֳדEፈፀ וየጋ ףካָ ֲ דገָገָ፤

2/ #ץוጫ ፈፃፀ וrደُI ውጤُ፣
ֹוጠnֶይ #ፖֳٌካ ፓٌץዎ٤ ግ{ُ ውEጥ የגከ ًר٤ግצ٤ #ץוጫ
ֱጉI #ዚֱ ዋጅ  ُנטא#ጋף
ውይይُI אግאֳ ֹُוֹוፍٍُ የגያE٤ָ የውይይُ፣ የוክክץI የּׁשጥጥ ץካָ ֲ דገָገָ፡፡
Iْው፡፡

23. Duties and responsibilities of the joint council

1/

It shall deliberate on the promotion of
democracy, human rights, freedom of
thought and rule of law. It shall implement
its decisions. It shall control and ensure
the implementation by the member
organizations.

2/

It shall ensure that parties are discharging
their duties to make the election free
transparent, credible, fair and peaceful.

3/

It shall serve as a forum for discussion and
resolution of problems on issues or
disagreements about the election process.

4/

It shall ensure that political parties provide
education for their members and supporters
about this Proclamation.

5/

It shall ensure and follow up the
implementation of this law by all parties.

6/

It shall investigate complaints about the
violation of this Proclamation directly by
itself or through a committee composed of
relevant parties.

!3.. የጋו ףክ ץXً ـግץֹוI ٪ֶፊُ

1/

#$ገף٤ #ፃُ רדAI ـאግ#ץ፣
እዲV וዴזክר תףAዊ אAI
የֱግ የ#ֶይُ #גጎֳAً#ُ Vxٍ
ֶይ ይאክָף፣ የـደֹْושנውו
Eِוו٤ ይـገAָף፣ ֳׁዝA ይፋ
ያደץጋָ፣  ָֹוድץጅِ٠ እዲـገA סያደץጋָ፣ ይּבጣጠָף፣

2/ ץוጫው ግָጽ፣ ፃ፣ ዴזክתףያዊ፣
¸דـI דֶרዊ ֲ እዲካְድ
ፓٌץዎ٤
ያֳֹْוው
٪ֶፊُ
#ግ ּשֹוእዲወጡ ያደץጋָ፣
3/ ፓٌץዎ٤ #ָዩ ָዩ የץאጫ ጉዳዮ٤
ፈፃፀ וዙעያ # שגጥያዎ٤ ֶይ
ֳאወያየُI ٤ግצ٤ ֳאፍٍُ
እዲ٤ִ אድנክ ֲ ያገֳግֶָ፤
4/ ይֱ ዋጅ Eָאክِ ፓٌץዎ٤
ֳֹֹו٢ْውI ֳደጋፊዎ٢ْው ُוֱא ُץEጠٍْው ያנጋግጣָ፡፡

7/ It shall take appropriate measures to
implement the results arrived through
investigation. It shall submit its decisions
on matters relating to this Proclamation
and other election issue to the Board and to
the Government.

8/

Parties shall have permanent session to
deliberate and give recommendations of
election, democratic right, human rights,
and rule of law issues.

9/

It may prepare rules and directives on

5/ ዋጁ #Vִ וፓٌץዎ٤ ـፈፃג
ֲאD ይከֶָٍـ፣ ያנጋግጣָ፤
6/ ዋጁ ـጥ ָ״የ ָגGץׂשת ٍפA
ከֳאגከٍْው ፓٌץዎ٤ የـውጣጣ
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ጣע
ኮَג
#וּהּהד
ወይו
የדጣ ُף٪ֶፊً  שף#אውרድ
ጉዳዩ ያጣ ָףይָףונא፤
7/
5¹þ1)&7

ـጣ ِץ#ـገው ውጤُ ֶይ #אאEُנ
Eፈֶጊው የאፍُ ׀Gጣጫ ׂשይ׳
#ፓٌץዎ٠ የֹוـ# נጥ ُנ#ـግץֹו
እዲנـጎ וያደץጋָ፡፡ #ዋጁ እI
#ַֹ٤ የץוጫ ፈፃፀ וጉዳዮ٤ ֶይ
የـደרנ#ُ የጋ ףE ُווውOx
ֳאግُםI ֳ\ץዱ ያָֹוץׂש፡፡

5177

election issues and submit its draft to for
the board.

SECTION FIVE
COMPLAINT HANDLING AND DISPUTES
RESOLUTION
24. Lodging of complaints

8/ ፓٌץዎ٤ #ָዩ ָዩ የץוጫ ፈፃፀו
እI ַֹ٤ ዴזክתףያዊ፣ רAዊ
אAُI የֱግ የ#ֶይُ ጉዳዮ٤ ֶይ
ـገI^ـው እዲאክדֳ סድנግ እI
የውOx 4OA ֳדGנA የגያE٤ָ
 גּהየEA ֹורጊዜ ይْףዋָ፡፡
9/ ከץוጫ ጋ ףየـያያዙ ደ\٤I
עאאያዎ٤ Eָאክِ ּׂשנG $OA
#דዘጋጀُ ֳ\ץዱ דGנA ይ٤ֶָ፡፡

ክፍָ וEُ
Xًٍዎ٤ ወይאֳ וግֹِוֹו٤ Eֳגፈً#ُ
ץףר

1/ Without prejudice to the right to lodge
complaints to election official, any one
who believes that this Proclamation is
violated may submit complaints supported
by evidence to the joint council.

2/ Without prejudice to the power given to the
board, the Joint Council may directly
investigate or establish an inquiry
committee when it receives complaints of
violation of this Proclamation .
3/ Parties, candidates or concerned government
organs, shall have the duty to cooperate
when the Joint Council directly or
indirectly undertakes investigation on
complaints
of
violation
of
this
Proclamation.
25. Organization of enquiry committee

!4..

Xًٍ EֳדGנA
1/

ֳץוጫ Eፈፃ גካֶُ ֳדGנA ያֳው
אAُ እደـጠ#ד ֲ ׂשcውו
የץוጫ ם-וግ ץֹוዋጅ ـጥ ָ״Aֹ
የגያו
ወገ
#דEנጃ
የـደገፈ
Xًٍው ֳጋו ףክ ץXُ דGנA
ይ٤ֶָ፡፡

2/

#ץוጫ ֱጉ ֳ\ץዱ የרـጠው ָםጣ
እደـጠ# ֲ ׂשየጋו ףክ ץXً የםוግ ץֹוዋጁ ـጥ ָ״የ ָגXًٍ
#נׂש#ֳُ ጊዜ Xًٍው #ֵ שףያጣף
ወይצוץא וI ጣ ِץየגያץׂשA
ኮֵ َגያ וּׁשּהይ٤ֶָ፡፡

3/

የץוጫ ם-וግ ץֹוዋጁ ـጥ ָ״#ָג
Xًٍ ֶይ የፖֳٌካ ፓٌץዎ٤ የጋף
וክ ץXُ እ שףወይ ו#ጣ עኮَגው
דካ^ُ ת ףאץוያከIው ፓٌץዎ٤፣ እጩ ـወዳዳעዎ٤I የֳאגከٍْው የאግ ُםካֶُ የֹוـא# ץግዴٍ
ֳֹْוው፡፡

1/

An enquiry committee shall be established
by the joint council at all levels to
investigate and report on complaints about
violation of this Proclamation.

2/

The enquiry committee shall consist of the
political party that has longed complaints,
the party against whom the complaint is
lodged and a third party assigned by the
agreement of both parties.

3/

The enquiry committee is accountable to
the joint council which established it.

26. Dispute resolution mechanism
1/

When there is complaint of violation of
this proclamation the complaining party
shall try to amicably resolve the issue
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through dialogue with the party against
whom the complaint is directed.

!5.. Eֳ ጣ עኮَגው ደנጃጀُ
1/
5¹þ1)&8

የם-וግ ץֹוጥ ُרEָאክِ
የנׂש# Xًٍ እየـከٍ ֳـ#דጣע ُףፖ ُץየגያץׂשA ጣ עኮَג
#የደנጃው  ֳֹוየጋו ףክ ץXُ
ይָדּהּה፡፡

2/ ጣ עኮَגው Xًٍ GּתףI
Xًٍ የנׂש##ُ የፖֳٌካ ፓٌץ
የגወከִ#ُI
#Vֳً
ወገ٤
E ُווየאגደA מEـc ገֳָـc
ካָ የያዘ የֲIָ፡፡

3/ ጣ עኮَגው ـጠאּהּהֶ ًעው
የጋו ףክ ץXُ ይֲIָ፡፡

!6..

2/

If the dispute is not resolved, the issue may
be reported to the joint council.

3/

The joint council shall resolve the problem
based on the report submitted to it and
investigation directly conducted by itself or
by inquiry committee.

4/

The committee established under subarticle (3) will conduct its investigation
independently. The committee shall decide
by majority vote. The minority opinion
shall be attached to the decision and
communicated to the joint council.

ֳאግ ֹُוֹוEֳגፈٍ#ُ ץףר
1/

የם-וግ ץֹוዋጁ ጥ ُרጋጥָח
# ֳֹוـጊዜ Xًٍ Gּתףው ፓٌץ
Xًٍ ከנׂש##ُ ፓ ٌץጋ ץ#אጋገ ץ٤ግ ס#Eאֳ ُווፍٍُ
ጥד ُנድנግ ֳ#ُ፡፡

2/ የـከـרው ֳאግ ֹُוֹו#Eُוו
אፈٍُ ካָ٢ֳ ጉዳዩ ֳጋו ףክץ
Xً עፖֵ ُץደנግ ይ٤ֶָ፡፡
3/ የጋו ףክ ץXُ የנׂש#ֳُ עፖُץ
ወይ וXًٍ  ُנטא#דድנግ
#ׂשጥٍ # ץאץאאወይ ו#גያּהאּׁשው ጣ עኮـ َגጣע ِץፖُץ
እዲץׂשAֳُ
#דድנግ
٤ግס
ይፈָٍ፡፡
4/ የגደףጀው ጣ עኮףם َגው
#ገֳָُ^ـ
דከIወ
ֳ#ُ፡፡
#ጣ עኮَגው א ֶֹُוካከָ
ָዩِ٤ ּתከ ًרየAዙ4D 4OA
የኮَגው 4OA ֲאD እደـጠ#ׂש
ֲ የውVዳD ו4OA  שף٤ֹ
ֳጋו ףክ ץXُ אGנA ֳ#ُ፡፡
5/ ጣ עኮَגው #דጣ ًףrደُ
ያገው נאጃ ጠIGـ צጠע
ֲֳֳُ የጋו ףክ ץXُ A٢
ያָֹוץׂש፡፡ የጋו ףክ ץXً Eፈֶጊ
ֲ תገ^ נאጃው እዴُ ֱֳዝA
እደגገָፅ ይወEIָ፡፡

5178

5/ The Committee shall submit its finding only
to the joint committee to which it is
accountable. The joint committee shall
decide on how to disclose the finding to the
public.

6/ The joint council shall provide appropriate
resolution to the dispute based on reports
submitted to it.

7/

The joint council shall prepare and publish
timetable for submission and resolution of
complains.

8/

The joint council may issue procedure on
the production and admission of evidence
which is to be enforced on the agreement
of political parties.

9/ All complains or grievances shall be
investigated promptly.

10/

The joint council or inquiry committee
shall give a fair chance to be heard for the
concerned parties.
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6/ የጋו ףክ ץXً ـጠIG צ#נׂש#ֳُ
עፖֶ ُץይ #אאEֳ ُנ٤ግס
ግֹוAُ ያֳው אፍְُ ይרጣָ፡፡
7/ የጋו ףክ ץXُ Xًٍ የׂשג#ָ#ُ  ץףרእI Xًٍው אፍְُ
የגያገ^#ُ የጊዜ ַרዳ #דዘጋጀُ
እዲٍד וـድנግ ֳ#ُ፡፡
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11/ The joint council shall pass decisions on
consensus or unanimously.

SECTION 6

5¹þ1)&9

8/ የጋו ףክ ץXُ #ፖֳٌካ ፓٌץዎ٤
Eـ ُווግףֹוዊ የ ֲגየדEנጃ
ֹוׂש#ָI
נףׂשA
ֳדፋጠ
Eፈֶጊ የֲD צףר٤ דዘጋጀُ
ይ٤ֶָ፡፡
9/ Vִ וXًٍዎ٤ ወይ וGٍפዎ٤
#ፋጣ^ אጣ ُףይֹْוץዋָ፡፡
0/ የጋו ףክ ץXُ ወይ וጣ עኮَג
ֳֳאגከٍْው የፖֳٌካ ፓٌץዎ٤
Vִ ፍُ$ዊ የאE ُדእድָ אEጠُ
ֳ#ُ፡፡

5179

VIOLATION OF PROCLAMATION AND
MEASURES TO BE TAKEN
SUB SECTION ONE
VIOLATION OF PROCLAMATION
27. Corrupt practices, abuse of power or coercion

Any political party, independent candidate,
coalition of parties, front, movement, alliance,
political party leader, official, candidate,
member, agent and representative shall be
deemed to have violated this Proclamation if:

1/

he offer or accept monetary or any kind of
inducement or bribe.

2/

he/it interferes or disturbs the voting
process or counting of votes.

3/

ክፍָ EድEُ
የםየם-וግ ץֹוዋጅ ጥِר٤ እI Eֳגወרዱ
እוץጃዎ٤
ዑE ክፍָ ድ
የםየם-וግ ץֹוጥِר٤

he/it coerces or offers monetary or any
kind of inducement to persons to vote for
or against a particular party or candidate,
or to abstain from voting.

4/

he/it controls polling stations by force or
tries to get votes illegally.

!7.. אደֳያ EֳאEጠُ፣ ٪ይָ ወይָם וጣ
ֳግֹוA Eֳאጠוׂש

5/

he/it abuse its power by offering a reward,
threatening a penalty or by any other
means.

01/ የጋו ףክ ץXُ ውOx የֳֶـגፈው
#ጋא ףግ ֹُוֹוወይ ו#ֹוـ# נድוፅ
ይֲIָ፡፡

דcው וፖֳٌካ ፓٌץ፣ የግָ እጩ
ـወዳዳע፣ የፖֳٌካ ፓٌץዎ٤ Gጅُ፣
ግץֹו፣ ጥُנו፣ GI፣ እዲVו
የፖֳٌካ ፓעא ٌץ፣ ٪ֶፊ፣ እጩ፣
ָֹו፣ ወኪָ እI ـጠע፡1/

דcውא וደֳያ ወይ וጉ\ የרጠ
ወይ וየׂשـ#ֳ፣

2/ #ድוጽ רጣጡ ወይ ו#ּבጠףው
ጣָn የገ ֹוወይ וያወከ፣
3/

٪ይָ #אጠוׂש፣ אደֳያ #אEጠُ
ወይו
#ֶַ
#דcውו
ድףጎُ
ףאጩ ׁዝA ֳድ ፓ ٌץወይ וእጩ
ድוጽ እዲרጥ ወይ וእዳይרጥ ወይו
ከאEጠُ እዲׂٍשA ያደנገ፣

6/ he/it coerces or offers monetary or any kind
of inducement to person to be come a
candidate or not to became a candidate, to
withdraw or not to withdraw from election.

7/

a public servant and uses official time,
responsibilities and resources to promote
candidates or discourage other candidates
from promoting themselves through legal
means.

8/

he/it uses public property for the promotion
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of election.
4/

የድוጽ אEጫ ጣּתያ #$ይָ የּבـጣጠ נወይׁ וገ-ወጥ אገድ #אጠוׂש
ድוጽ ֳדግُ የזከנ፣

5/ ָםጣD אከٍ #דድנግ אደֳያ
ወይ וGጣُ ወይ ֶַ וየדEፈעףያ
ዘዴ የـጠאׂש፣

5¹þ1)'

6/

דcውא וደֳያ #אEጠُ ٪ይָ
#אጠוׂש፣ ወይ ו#דcው וይُ
ድץጊُ እጩ ـወዳዳֲ עው እዲּשץׂש
ወይו
እዳይּשץׂש
ወይו
ከእጩ
ـወዳዳ ُעእዲወጡ ወይ וእዳይወጡ
ያደנገ፣

Any political party,. Independent candidate,
coalition of political parties, Front, alliance,
movement, and party leader, official, candidate,
member, agent or representative of a party shall
be deemed to have violated this Proclamation
if;

1/

he/it interferes in the process through
pressure and undue influence.

2/

he/it intimidates or threatens other political
parties from disseminating their policies
freely.

3/

he/it in any way prevents or hampers the
activities of political parties or voters.

4/

he/it disturbs or obstructs the conduct of
public rally, meeting, education or training.

#ץוጫ rደُ ውEጥ ፍץ4ُ ወይ וVከُ
אፍጠ ץእዲVד וcው וየץוጫ
እGEnד ױEـጓጎָ

5/

he/it disturbs or prevents the process of
voting.

דcው וፖֳٌካ ፓٌץ፣ የግָ እጩ
ـወዳዳע፣ የፖֳٌካ ፓٌץዎ٤ Gጅُ፣
ግץֹו፣ ጥُנו፣ GI፣ እዲVו
የፖֳٌካ ፓעא ٌץ፣ ٪ֶፊ፣ እጩ፣ ָֹו
ወኪָ፣ እI ـጠע፡-

6/

he/it prevents or disturbs the campaign of
other political parties or candidates.

7/

he/it obstructs the conduct of rallies,
meetings, marches or demonstrations or
prevents others from participating in such
activities;

8/

he/it interferes in the rights of voters.

9/

he/it fails to cooperate in attempts to
ensure the security of election officials and
candidates during the election process.

10/

he/it in any manner prevents the voters
from registering or voting.

11/

he/it violates the secrecy of the voting

7/ የאግـףט ُםc እI ٪ֶፊ ֲ #שף
የግָ ጊዜ ካֲָ #E ץׂשـ#אግُם
የר ףםዓُ እI ٪ֶፊُ בּהـ
#אጠ וׂשእጩዎ٤ ያEـዋወ ׂשወይו
ַֹ٤ እጩዎ٤ እףOْው #ׁጋዊ
אገድ ֳדEـዋወG ያֶْው እድָ
ያደIׂשፈ፣

8/ የאግ ُםAץוֳ ُנጫ GEׂשO
የـጠאׂש፣
እደֲ የם-וግ ץֹוጥ ُרእደፈጸא
ይּבጠָף፡፡

!8..

28. Intimidation, violence or any obstruction in
the election process.

1/

ጫI ወይـ וጽዕ #אፍጠ ץጣֳn
የገֹו፣

2/ ַֹ٤ የፖֳٌካ ፓٌץዎ٤ $Oֹْוው
#ጻُ እዳያףרጩ Eጋُ እI
ፍץ$ُ የፈጠנ፣
3/ #דcውא וገድ የַֹ٤ የፖֳٌካ
ፓٌץዎ٤ እI የףאጩ ׁዝA
እGEn ױያደIׂשፈ ወይ וያወከ፣
4/ ׁዝֹוዊ GEׂשO ወይ וEA ֹורወይו
ውይይُ ወይُץֱוُ וI ָםጠI
እዳይካְድ ያደIׂשፈ ወይ וVከُ
የፈጠנ፣
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process or fails to ensure its observance.
5/ ׁዝA ድוጽ רתጥ ያወከ ወይו
ድוጽ እዳይרጥ ٤ግ ץየፈጠנ፣
12/

6/ የַֹ٤ ፓٌץዎ٤ ወይ וእጩ
ـወዳዳע
የץאጫ
ዘא٢
5¹þ1)'1
እዲEـጓጐָ
ወይו
እዲנּהጥ
ወይ וእዲ#ֶ© ወይ וእዲዳከו
ያደנገ፣
7/ ׁዝֹוዊ የድጋፍ ָרፍ፣ EAֹור፣
የእግ ץጉዞ ወይדֶר וዊ ָרፍ፣
ያደIׂשፈ፣
ወይו
ֶַ
רው
እዳይOـፍ የከֳከֳ፤

8/ ףאጮ٤ ያ#Oጨ ወይ וየנואጥ
אAٍْው ያደIׂשፈ፤

29.

he/it abuses its right by lodging false and
exaggerated complaints under the pretext
of violation of this Proclamation.

Disseminating information that destabilize
peace and security during the election
process
Any political party independent candidate,
coalition of parties, front, alliance, movement,
party leader, official, candidate, member, agent
or representative of a party shall be deemed to
have violated this Proclamation if;

ֳץוጫው rደُ የץוጫ Eፈፃגዎ٤
እI የዕጩ ـወዳዳעዎ٤ ፀጥٍI ደֱُ
እዲנጋገጥ እገዛ ያֶደנገ ወይ וያወከ፣

1/

he/it makes a speech which destabilize the
peace of the election campaign, incites
violence, defames others invites clashes or
creates uncertainty;

0/ #דcው וይُ אገድ ףאጩ
ׁዝA እዳይאዘገA ወይ וእዳይא
ץጥ ያደנገ፤

2/

he/is distributes officially or anonymously
pamphlets, news letters or posters
containing language or material that
threatens or incites violence.

3/

he/it induces fear and frustration on the
public during campaign.

4/

he/it disseminat4s false information
regarding the secrecy of voting.

9/

01/ የድוጽ רጣጡ גEጥףዊُ ያֶከ# נወይ וእዲከ# ץእገዛ ያֶደנገ፣
02/ የם-וግ ץֹוዋጁ ـጥ ָ״#© ָגፋ
የ$EُI የـጋ Xًٍ #דGנA Gٍפ
የא ُדרדAً ያֳግֹוA የـጠאׂש፣
እደֲ የם-וግ ץֹוጥ ُרእደፈጸא
ይּבጠָף፡፡

!9.. #ץוጫ rደُ וֶרI ፀጥٍ የגያIጉ
ָאዕክِ٤
ָאዕክِ٤ EֳדEֳֶـፍ
דcው אፖֳٌካ ፓٌץ፣ የግָ እጩ
ـወዳዳע፣ የፖֳٌካ ፓٌץዎ٤ Gጅُ፣
ግץֹו፣ ጥُנו፣ GI፣ እዲVו
የፖֳٌካ ፓעא ٌץ፣ ٪ֶፊ፣ እጩ፣
ָֹו፣ ወኪָ እI ـጠע፡1/

የץוጫ ዘא٢ው  וֶרየגያIጋ ወይו
ግጭُ የּׁשרּבגE ወይ וE וየגያጠፋ
ወይא וፅ የגጋAዝ ወይ וEጋُ
የגፈጥ ץግግ ץያደנገ፣

2/ #ይፋו
ֲ
#Eውץ
אፅ
የרׂשגGE ወይ וየגያEፈּהּה ףף
ይዘُ ያֳው # עףወׂُשנ፣ የዜI
אጽِ׀٤ ወይ וፖE ץـያףרጨ፣
3/ #נוጡ^ GEׂשO ወGُ #ׁዝֶ ּשይ

30. Disrupting election campaign of other parties
and candidates

Any political party, independent candidate,
coalition of parties, front, alliance, movement,
party leader, official, candidate, member, agent
or representative of a party shall be deemed to
have violated this Proclamation if;
1/

he/it prevents a political party from
recruiting a member, or opening offices or
in any manner disrupts the election activity
of a party or candidate;

2/

he/it defaces or unlawfully removes or
destroys posters or other election materials
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የፍץ4ُ እI የጭ ׂُשVxٍ የፈጠנ፤

or parties.

4/ የድוፅ רጣጡ rደُ גEጥףዊ
እደדይֲ የ$נא ُרጃ የרጠ፣
እደֲ የם-וግ ץֹוጥ ُרእደፈጸא
ይּבጠָף፡፡

3/

he/it imitates the logo or symbols of
another party.

4/

steals, disfigures or destroys political or
campaign materials of another party.

5¹þ1)'2

"..

የַֹ٤ የፖֳٌካ ፓٌץዎ٤ ወይ וእጩ
ـወዳደעዎ٤ የץוጫ እGEnד ױደIׂשፍ
ጀדטcው וፖֳٌካ ፓٌץ፣ የግָ እጩ
ـወዳዳע፣ የፖֳٌካ ፓٌץዎ٤ Gጅُ፣
ግץֹו፣ ጥُנו፣ GI፣ እዲVו
የፖֳٌካ ፓעא ٌץ፣ ٪ֶፊ፣ እጩ፣
ָֹו፣ ወኪָ እI ـጠע፡1/

דcው וየፖֳٌካ ፓ ָֹו ٌץእዳይָוֳאI ጽׁፈُ Xُ እዳይከፍُ
#דIْውא וገድ ያደIׂשፈ፣ ወይו

የـከፈً ጽׁፈُ Xِ٤ #ፃُ
እዳይׂשO שׂש#ግָፅ ֲ ו#Eውץ
ያወከ ወይ ו#דcው וዓይُ ድץጊُ
የדcው וየፖֳٌካ ፓ ٌץወይ וእጩ
ـወዳዳ עየץוጫ እGEn ױያደIׂשፈ፣
2/

ፓٌץዎ٤ ָO٢ْው፣ የץוጫ דEٍወּׂשያዎ٢ْው፣ # עףጽVፎ٢ْው፣ ፖEـצ٢ْው እዳይףרጩ፣ እዳይٍዩ ወይו
እዲ#ֶ« ያደנገ ወይ וእዳይֳጠፉ
ያወከ ወይ וየֳـጠፉُ የׂשደደ፣ ያ#ֶ₪፣
ያጠፋ፣

3/ የַֹ٤
የፖֳٌካ
ፓٌץዎ٤
ָוክِ٤ ወይ דץ וየׂשዳ ወይו
EאEֹ የـጠאׂש፤
የַֹ٤ ፖֳٌካ ፓٌץዎ٤ የץוጫ
ּׁשOּׁשE የ ׂשנרወይ וያ#ֶ₪ ወይ וያጠፋ፤
እደֲ የם-וግ ץֹוጥ ُרእደፈጸא
ይּבጠָף፡፡
4/

"1..

ከጋዜጠ¬٤ ወይ וከٍዛּתዎ٤
ጋֹוـאֳ ץ#ץ
דcው וፖֳٌካ ፓٌץ፣ የግָ እጩ
ـወዳዳע፣ የፖֳٌካ ፓٌץዎ٤ Gጅُ፣
ግץֹו፣ ጥُנו፣ GI፣ እዲVו
የፖֳٌካ ፓעא ٌץ፣ ٪ֶፊ፣ እጩ፣
ָֹו፣ ወኪָ እI ـጠע፡1/
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31.

Failure to cooperate with journalists and
election observers
Any political party, independent candidate,
coalition of parties, front, alliance, movement,
party leader, official, candidate, member, agent
or representative of a party shall be deemed to
have violated this Proclamation if;
1/

he/it interferes with freedom of mass
media.

2/ he/it harasses or obstructs journalists during
election.
3/

he/it disrespects or fails to cooperate with
accredited election observers.

32. Failure to promote the code of conduct and
failure to condemn illegal acts

Any political party, independent candidate,
coalition of parties, front, alliance,
movement, party leader, official, candidate,
member, agent or representative of a party
shall be deemed to have violated this
Proclamation if;
1/

he/it fails to condemn in public, any
violence or acts which invite violence or
acts which destabilize peace and security
of the public.

2/

he/it fails to introduce and educate about
this Proclamation to its candidates,
members, supporters and the public at
large;

የፕפE ጻُ የـጋፋ፣

2/ #ץוጫ rደُ ጋዜጠ¬٤ ያዋከ#
ወይْףם וው ያደIׂשፈ፣

3/ he/it hails to take decisive measure to
restrain its leaders, officials, candidates
and members from infringing this
Proclamation; fails to condemn or take

gA
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3/ የٍዛ ּُתፈnድ ያֶْው ٍዛּתዎ٤
ያֶከ# נወይ וያֳֹוـ#נ፣
እደֲ የם-וግ ץֹוጥ ُרእደፈጸא
ይּבጠָף፡፡
"2.. የጭ
የጭ--וግ ץֹוደדֳ ּשEـዋወGI ֱገወጥ
5¹þ1)'3
ድץጊِ٤ ֳדውገዝ
אcው וፖֳٌካ ፓٌץ፣ የግָ እጩ
ـወዳዳע፣ የፖֳٌካ ፓٌץዎ٤ Gጅُ፣
ግץֹו፣ ጥُנא፣ GI፣ እዲVו
የፖֳٌካ ፓעא ٌץ፣ ٪ֶፊ፣ እጩ፣
ָֹו፣ ወኪָ እI ـጠע፡-
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measures when supports get involved in
activities that are prohibited;

4/ he/it fails to issue directive to restrain
leaders, candidates, supporters, and
members from intimidating others at any
time.

SUBSECTION TWO
MEASURES TO BE TAKEN BY DIFFERENT ORGANS

33. Measures to be taken by the Joint Council
1/

אፅ ወይאֳ וፆ የגጋAዙ
ወይ וየֱዝA  וֶרየגያIጉ
ድץጊِ٤ #ይፋ ያֶወገዘ ወይו
ـnው זያֶEנדـ፤

2/ ֳእጩ
ـወዳዳע٠፣
ֳֶֹًו፣
ֳደጋፊዎ٠I ֳׁዝ ּשEֳץוጫውI
Eֳ ם-וግ ץֹוዋጁ ያֶEـዋወׂש
ወይ וያֶEנדـ፤
3/ עאዎ٠፣
٪ֶፊዎ٠፣
እጩዎ٠I
 ֶֹًוይֱ የם-וግ ץֹוዋጅ
እዳይጥץּׁש שጠc እוץጃ ያָወרደ
ወይ וደጋፊዎ٠ የـከֳከֳ ـግץֹו
ፈጽאው תገ{ ያֶወገዘ
ወይו
ግֹוAُ ያֳው እוץጃ ያָወרደ፤

٪ֶፊዎ٤፣ ـወዳደעዎ٤፣ ֶֹُוI ደጋፊዎ٤ דcውר וው #የُcው וጊዜ
דEፈ ُףףእደֳַֹْוው #ግָጽ የגከֳ
ክָ עאאያ ያֶወጣ፣
እደֲ የם-וግ ץֹוጥ ُרእደፈጸא
ይּבጠָף፡፡

A joint council may take the following measures:

1/

Order a party that contravenes is Proclamation
to rectify its fault.

2/

Publicize the name of the party that has violated
the Proclamation and its acts to the public, it
shall make its decisions public through the
press, radio, television or any other means of
communication.

3/

A party dissatisfied by the measures under sub
article (1) and (2) may take its grievance to the
appropriate bodies in accordance with the
election law and this Proclamation.

4/

The measures of the joint Council shall not
prevent the victim from initiating a civil or
criminal action.

4/

ዑE ክፍָ Vֳُ
#ֳـያዩ ካֶُ Eֳגወרዱ እוץጃዎ٤

"3.. #ጋו ףክ ץXُ Eֳגወרዱ የאፍُ׀
እוץጃዎ٤
የጋו ףክ ץXً የגከ ִُـእוץጃዎ٤
ֵወEድ ይ٤ֶָ፡፡
1/

ጥፋـc ֲ የـገ የፖֳٌካ ፓ ٌץEֱ ًـእዲያ וץወይ וእዲያEـካክָ
ውOx ያEֶָـፋָ፡፡

34. Measures to be taken by the Board
Without prejudice the provision of Article
33(1) and (2) of the Proclamation and other
measures enshrined in other laws, the election
board may take the following measures if it is
satisfied that violation under this section:

1/ Give public warning to the political party or
person who committee the act.

gA
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ם-וግ ץֹוዋጁ የጣרው የፖֳٌካ
ፓ ٌץE וእI ـግ ץֹוጠGֳׁ ׳ዝA
እዲጋֳጥ ያደץጋָ፡፡ ውOxው #ጋዜጣ፣
#פዲዩ፣ #ַَ½ ወይ ו#ֶַ א١
#ֲ የאገIc ዘዴ ׁዝ ּשእዲያውׂשው
ያደץጋָ፡፡
#ዑE ׂשጽ /1/ I /2/ #ֳאـከـ
የאፍُ ׀እוץጃዎ٤ ያָנካ ወገ
Gٍפው #ץוጫ ֱጉI #ዚֱ ዋጅ
ֳאגֳ ُנטאከٍْው ካֶُ דGנA
ይ٤ֶָ፡፡
#ጋו ףክ ץXً የרגጡُ የאፍُ׀
እוץጃዎ٤ #ጥ ًרጉዳُ የደרנ#ُ ወገ
#ፍּُA ץ׀ወይ ו#ወጀָ ֳאጠየG
ያֳው אAُ ֵያE סׂשይ٤ִו፡፡

"4.. #\ץዱ Eֳגወרዱ እוץጃዎ٤
#ዚֱ ዋጅ ׂשጽ "3 ዑE ׂשጽ /1/
እI /2/ የـዘנዘסI #ַֹ٤ ֱጎ٤
የـደገጉُ እደـጠ#ֲ ּׁשው የץוጫ
\ץዱ ከֶይ #ዚֱ ክፍָ ዑE ክፍָ ድ
የـዘנዘ ُסየם-אግ ץֹוጥ ُר#גያנጋግጥ#ُ ጊዜ የגከ ִُـእוץጃዎ٤
እደVxٍው ֵወEድ ይ٤ֶָ፡፡
1/

ጥፋً ֳፈፀאው רው ወይ וየፖֳٌካ
ፓ ٌץይፋ דEጠּׂשׂשያ אEጠُ፣

2/ ጥፋً የፈፀ אእጩ ወይ וፓٌץ
ֳጭ ץገዜ #ከፊָ ወይ ו#ִב
#ׁዝA אገIc Aዙ4 እዳይጠוׂש
דድנግ፣
3/ ጥፋً የፈፀ אፓ ٌץ#אግُם
ከרגጠው የፓ ٌץፋይIE ድጎד
ـጠn גእዳይֲ דድנግ፤
4/ דcው ו#ፓ ٌץወይ ו#ግָ
የנׂש# እጩ እደ ጥፋً ክAደُ
ይِ ከץוጫ ـወዳዳנרא ُעዝ፣
5/ የፖֳٌካ ፓٌץው #ץוጫ ውድድץ
እዳይOـፍ דገድ፣
"5.. #ፍץድ Xُ Eֳגወרዱ እוץጃዎ٤
1/

2/

ፍץድ Xُ ከֶይ #ׂשጽ "4 የـደገጉُ እוץጃዎ٤ ከዚֱ ׂשጥֳው ከـዘנዘ ُסGጣِ٤ ወይ וክָከֶዎ٤ ጋץ
#ـደֵ ּُתףወרዱ ይ٤ִֶ፡፡
#ַֹ٤ ֱጎ٤ የـደገጉُ እደـጠ#ּׁש
ֲ #ድוፅ אEጫ እֳُ #ድוፅ ጣּתያ
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2/

Partially of fully suspend the candidate or
party from using the media for a short
period of time;

3/

Prohibit the party from using the benefit of
financial support provided by the
government.

4/

Cancel a candidate from his candidacy
depending on the gravity of the act.

5/

Suspend the political party from running
for election.

35. Measures to be taken by Courts
1/ The court may take the following measures
in addition to the penalties or prohibitions
listed under Art 34.

2/ Without prejudice other penalties provided
by law, exercising any political activity
during voting day other than printing,
duplicating election results or committing
offences under Art 27, 28 or/and the
following offence shall be punishable with
fine or up to 3 years of simple
imprisonment:-

a)

interfering with the impartiality of
election officials preventing some one
from accomplishing his duty by
offering bribe or promise.

b) Disseminates false information that
stirs hatred or fear or unduly influence
the process or result with intent to
disrupt or prevent the election process
from running or with intent to unduly
influence the process or outcome of
election.
c)

Violence the secrecy of voting.

d) Violates prohibition relating to election
materials and voting.

gA
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ካ ּתֹוድוፅ ከאEጠُ ውጭ ֶַ
דcው וየፖֳٌካ እGEnד ױድנግ፣
אOـፍ፣ ወይ ו#ـከֳከ ֳው ጊዜ ውEጥ
የץוጫ ውጤُ וـד፣ ֹודዛُ፣ ወይו
#ׂשጽ !7፣ !8፣ ወይ וየרـጠ ֱጋዊ
ـግ ץֹוከדከIወ እI ከዚֱ #ٍ٤
የـዘנዘ ُסጥፋِ٤ אፈፀ ו#ገዘA
ׂשאጮ ወይ וእEከ מEُ ዓُא
#גደץE እ ُףםያEׂשጣָ፡፡
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e)

4/

Any person who
a)

ֳ/ ץוጫ ֳדወክ ወይ וእዳይካְድ
ֳדድנግ ወይ ו#ץוጫው rደُ
ወይ וውጤُ ֶይ ጫI ֳאፍጠץ
#רדA ጥֶ٢ ወይ וፍץ$ُ
የגያרፍ ወይ ו#ץוጫው rደُ
ወይ ו#ץוጫው ውጤُ ֶይ ጫI
የגፈጥ ץየּנא ُרጃ ያOאـ፤

intentionally disrupts or prevents the
board, election official, employee of
the board while exercising its
responsibilities and duties;

b) intentionally commits any act to in the
working place of the board so as to
unduly influence the decision or order
of any matter that is pending before it.

ּ/ የץוጫ גEጥףዊُ የጣר፣

c)

א/ ከድוፅ እI ከץוጫ ּׁשOּׁשE ጋץ
የـያያዙ ክָከֶዎ٤ የֳֶـፈ፣
ወይו

Intentionally commits any act to in the
working place of the board so as to
unduly influence the decision or order
of any matter that is pending before it.

d) No order of any matter that is pending
before it offences listed under at 30
and art 31 shall be punishable with
fine or simple imprisonment not
exceeding 1 year.

ט/ የ\ץዱ እI የץוጫ Eፈፃגዎ٤ እGEn ױያወከ፡፡

ፍץድ Xُ የፖֳٌካ እGEnױዎ٤ ወይו
የץוጫ ውጤُ ገֳֶፅ የףאጮ٤ ወይו
የፓٌץዎ٤ אAُ ወይד וE ָראEָאክِ የـጣִ ክָከֶዎ٤ የጣ רወይו
ֲּא ُרD እያወ ׂשወይ וእውُ
EֲֳאD #ו ּׂשክያُ Oይנው ግግץ
የגያደץግ רው #ገዘA ׂשאጮ ወይו
ከድ ዓ ُא#דይ#ָጥ እُףם
ይׂשጣָ፡፡

Disrupts the activity of the Board and
election officials.

3/ Any person who violates prohibitions
concerning activities of political parties,
announcement of election results, voters of
parties right; or makes a speech knowing
that it is false or without having reasonable
grounds about the truth is punishable with
fine or simple imprisonment not more than
1 year.

$/ #\ץዱ ወይ ו#ץוጫ Eፈፃגዎ٤
ገֳָ ُ^ـጣָn የገֹו፣ אደֳያ
ወይ וየـEፋ nָ #אEጠُ ድ
רው ـግ סֹוእዳያከIው ያደנገ፣

3/

5185

SECTION TEN
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
36. Duty to cooperate
Any health person shall have the duty cooperate
in the implementation of this Proclamation.

4/ דcውר וው፡$/ ֲAֹ የץוጫ \ץዱ፣ የץוጫ ዋI
Eፈፃגው፣ የץוጫ \ץዱ ـףטc
ָםጣD ወይـ וግ סֹו٪ֶፊً
#גያከIው#ُ ወGُ እGፋُ
የֲD ወይ וያደIׂשፈ እደֲ፣

37. Power to enact regulations and directives
The board may issue regulations or directives to
ensure the implementation of this Proclamation.
38.

ֳ/ የץוጫ \ץዱ የEA ֹורrደُ ֲ
Aֹ ያנּבጠ ወይ ו#ዚV \ٍዎ٤
#דcው וVxٍ ያָـገـ ֹוግץֹו
የፈፀ אእደֲ፣

Inapplicable Laws
Any law, or practice, shall not apply to matters
covered under this Proclamation.
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ּ/ ֲ Aֹ #ץוጫ \ץዱ የٍ\ ףם
ወይ ו#ٍאየُ ֶይ  ֳֹוጉዳይ ֶይ
#רגጠው ውOx ወይُ וዕዛዝ ֶይ
ـገ ּתያֲָ ـጽእ ֳדOደָֹות ץ
דcውـ וግ ץֹוየፈፀא፣ ወይו
5¹þ1)'6

א/ ከֶይ #ዚֱ ክፍָ ዑE ክፍָ ድ
ׂשጽ " እI "1 የـደገጉُ ጥፋِ٤
የፈፀ אእደֲ፤

#ገዘA ወይ וከድ ዓ ُא#דይ#ָጥ እ ُףםይׂשጣָ፡፡
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39. Effective Date
This Proclamation shall enter into force up on
the date of publication in the Federal Negarit
Gazeta.
Done at Addis Ababa, this 28th day of August, 2009

GIRMA WOLDEGIORGIS
PRESIDENT OF THE FEDERAL
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF ETHIOPIA
ክፍָ ֹُור
ָዩ ָዩ ድጋጌዎ٤
"6..

የֹוـא# ץግዴٍ
ֳዚֱ ዋጅ ፈጻጸד וcውו
የֹוـא# ץግዴٍ ֳ#ُ፡፡

רው

"7.. ደA ወይעאא וያ የדውጣُ ָםጣ
\ץዱ ֳዚֱ ዋጅ ፈፃፀ וየנגዳ ደA
ወይעאא וያ ֵያወጣ ይ٤ֶָ፡፡
"8.. ـፈጻ ُגየֶַْው ֱጎ٤
דcውֱ וግ ወይ ץףר ו#ዚֱ ዋጅ
#ـ₪ፈ ጉዳዮ٤ ֶይ ـፈጻ גይֲו፡፡

"9.. ዋጁ የגጸI#ُ ጊዜ
ይֱ ዋጅ #ፌዴ ָףጋ ُעጋዜጣ ٍُז
ከወጣ#ُ  ׂשጀ צוየጸI ይֲIָ፡፡

ዲE #ֹו

!2 ׂש
 ׂש22 ዓ.ו

GR¥ wLdgþ×RgþS
yxþT×eÃ ØÁ‰§êE ÄþäK‰sþÃêE
¶pBlþK PÊzþÄNT
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